This painting activity focuses on a point of light. You can choose to create a full color painting or use one color plus white and black. Once done with your background, black silhouette designs can be added over your radiant background.

**Directions**

1. Choose full color or one color.
2. For a full color painting: Start with a circle of yellow. Paint around the circle with a ring of yellow orange, then orange, then red, working around the color wheel until you get to green.
3. For a one color painting: Start with a circle of white. Mix a bit of color into your white and paint a ring around the circle. Continue adding more color to the white paint to slightly darken each ring as the circle gets bigger. Add a bit of black to your color for the outermost rings.
4. Optional: When background is dry, add silhouette designs in black paint or sharpie.

**Tools + Materials**

- Acrylic paint, watercolor paint or oil pastels + paint brush
- Thick paper, cardboard, canvas or wood
- Color wheel (below)
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